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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday September 23, 2019

1800 An officer responded to Greene Co. Jail and arrested Brittany A. Brown, w/f/29, on a warrant service. 19-39895

2145 Officers, working the Meijer theft detail, arrested Amanda C. Houchins, w/f/34 and Amy J. Ripley, w/f/42, for theft. 19-39902

0107 Officers responded to 151 Sheringham Ct apt N on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Genesis Flagg, b/f/27, for DV. 19-39919

Tuesday September 24, 2019

1150 An officer responded to the 400 block of Cushing on a dog at large. Amy M. Engel had been previously warned and was issued a summons for dog at large. 19-39950

2129 Officers responded to 5560 Bigger on a domestic. They arrived and arrested a juvenile for DV. 19-40046

2236 Officers responded to 1725 Hillwood on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Matthew K. Lambeth, w/m/42, for DV. 19-40052
Wednesday September 25, 2019

1304  Officers responded to 1325 Moler apt A on a theft. They arrived and arrested **Casey J. Gillespie, w/m/27**, for burglary and receiving stolen property. 19-40120

2110  Officers responded to a deceased person call on Donson. They arrived and found that **William C. Kuhn, w/m/66**, had passed away. No foul play suspected. 19-40189

2246  Officers responded to 4579 Wilmington apt 2 on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested **Norman D. Ferguson Jr, w/m/53**, for trespass.

0105  Officers stopped a vehicle on Forrer and Wilmington and arrested **Thaddeus A. Knapp, w/m/37**, for felony drug possession. 19-40208

Thursday September 26, 2019

1407  An officer stopped a vehicle in the 1000 block of Wiles and arrested **Hunter J. Folden, w/m/34**, on a warrant. 19-40284

Friday September 27, 2019

0830  Officers responded to an overdose at 2700 Dixie. They arrived and arrested **Anthony Hazley, b/m/52**, on warrants. He was also charged with obstruction. 19-40417

0930  An officer responded to Kettering Court and arrested **Robert Cochran, w/m/34**, on a warrant. 19-40419

1545  An officer arrested **Bradley A. Fulks, w/m/49**, on warrants at the Mont. Co. Jail. 19-30209

1608  Officers responded to 3201 Wilmington on an intox. female. They arrived and arrested **Deborah S. Walton, w/f/61**, for DC/PI. 19-40469

1700  Officers arrested a juvenile at 1700 Norton for DV, resisting arrest, and disorderly conduct. 19-40476

2007  Officers responded to 1280 Cloverfield on an overdose. They arrived and issued **Alexandria M. Pollard, b/f/27**, a summons for DC/PI. 19-40506
2130  Officers responded to 528 Hollendale and on a stalking complaint. They arrived and arrested Eric I. Veal, b/m/43, on drug paraphernalia.

2202  Officers responded to 1785 Woodman on a suspicious. They arrived and arrested Damarcus K. Guy, b/m/27, for drug trafficking. 19-40523

2315  An officer stopped a vehicle and arrested Casey R. Bryne, w/f/43, on a warrant. 19-40535

2330  An officer arrested Paul G. Hull Jr, b/m/56, on a warrant at the Mont. Co. Jail. 19-39555

Saturday September 28, 2019

1120  Officers responded to 1700 Delco Pk. on a welfare check. They arrived and arrested Johnnie R. Gantt, b/m/62, for DC/PI.

1334  An officer stopped a vehicle on Wilmington at David and arrested Paterne Uwizera, b/m/26, for DUS. 19-40589

1818  Officers stopped a vehicle on Woodman at Dorothy and arrested Jonathon A. Wright, w/m/40, on a warrant and drug possession.

2111  Officers arrested a juvenile at 5825 Montgomery Sq for DV and unruly.

2211  Officers responded to 2600 Parklawn and arrested Troy L. Morris, w/m/24, for DC/PI. 19-40656

2301  Officers stopped a vehicle on Marshall at Georgian, and arrested Jacob M. Fookes, w/m/25, on warrants. 19-40663

Sunday September 29, 2019

1959  Officers stopped a vehicle on Dorothy at Colonial and arrested Joshua M. Shope, w/m/19, for under age consumption and felony drug possession. Austin R. Defoor, w/m/18, and Jonathan S.S. Katampe, b/m/18, were issued summons for drug possession. 19-40755